


INTERNAL AFFAIRS INVESTIGATION

WOLFEBORO, NH

APRIL-MAY 2023

INTRODUCTION

Municipal Resources, Incorporated, (MRI) of Plymouth, New Hampshire was engaged by Preti

Flaherty Attorney Peter Callaghan, on behalf of the Town of Wolfeboro, NH to conduct an 

independent review of complaint made by  related 

to alleged conduct by Police Chief Dean Rondeau and Captain Mark Livie

1.1. acebook 

LGBGBTQ+

2.2.  further alleged that Rondeau and Captain Mark Livie had multiple conversations 

with subordinates during which they insulteded .  alleged that other 

.

On behalf of the Police Commission, Attorney Callaghan also directed MRI to review

3.3. Allegations made by Chief Rondeau of conduct by parties unknown, relative to Wolfeboro 

Police Department Internal Affairs investigation # IA 22-03, 23-IAIA-02, and 23-IAIA-0303. Each 

is related to the cause of investigation(s) or influence over the 

outcome of the investigation(s). Rondeau alleged in his IA complaint 

reporting party or parties) may have lied, co-opted others, either wittingly or unwittingly, 

and/or withheld potentially exculpatory information from the Co

sully Captain Livie and his reputation. Hereafter, the internal investigation associated 

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted
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with this specific complaint may be referred t

, or simply CCSO.

4.4.

to organizational sides taken within WPD linked to the listed internal investigations.

5.5. MRI was asked by Police Commission Chair Steve Wood to determine whether, without 

authorization, a member of the department had informed media sources of the 

investigation and leave status of Chief Rondeau.

MRI Senior Consultant and Director of Police Services Sean Kelly was assigned to conduct the 

administrative investigation. Technical examination of relevant electronic evidence was 

conducted by Senior Consultant Jim Dowling.

INTERVIEWS 

 was interviewed in  office at the ; the 

interview was recorded.

When asked,  identified the April 7, 2023 memo addressed to Wolfeboro Police 

Commissioner Shawn Coope as  complaint (A(ATTACHMENT A).  written complaint 

summarizes concerns about alleged remarks and conduct by former Wolfeboro Police Chief Dean 

Rondeau.  further identified photocopied images allegedly taken as screenshots

Facebook account as only a few of the images  had in  possession. Since the interview, 

 has forwarded additional images (ATTACHMENT B).

Note: The images provided by  were shown to Rondeau by MRI when he was 

interviewed with his legal counsel present (see Rondeau interview summary below).  He 

acknowledged that the screenshot images were from his Facebook account; that he had 

posted them; and that he finds them funny.  

and transphobic nature of the images and accompanying text.  

painting the 

principal law enforcement officer of the town with a bias related to women and sexuality. At a 

Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted
Redacted

Redacted

Redacted Redacted
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Redacted
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e unprofessional;  

believes that if the department has a social media policy, the posts would likely be in violation.

Similarly,  expressed  concern that at a department meeting at the police 

department,

., undermines 

Further  is concerned that these expressions, when made in front of female subordinate 

employees at the Wolfeboro Police Department, set a cultural tone at the department that 

minimizes the value of women, particularly women in 

In a follow-upup email,  provided the names of witnesses; and additional images  had 

page.

Mark Livie, Captain

Livie was interviewed at the MRI office in Portsmouth, NH; the interview was recorded.

complaints of Rondeau, Livie described a strained 

relationship between Rondeau and  that ranges back several years. Livie said that the 

relationship deteriorated over time; to his knowledge, there was no single incident that led to 

poor relations. As a result of the poor relations, Livie offered and was assigned to be 

 Livie described his relationship soured with  

 Subsequently, Rondeau 

assigned  to Lt. Maloney after first promoting him from Staff Sergeant to Lieutenant.

Livie also described that his duties related to patrol and operations were assigned by the Police 

Commission to Maloney due to the poor relations that Livie was perceived to have within the 

department. Livie described that the Commission had spoken with all members of the 

department.  As a result, Livie said that Commissioner Wood had told him that there were 

cancerous members within the department that had to be gotten rid of.

Livie acknowledged that when he jumped from senior 

training to be Captain. He thinks that he should have been given training similar to an FTO 

program to prepare him better. He said that at the instructions to him were 

to write policy, keep the department from being sued, and keep Rondeau from being blindsided.

is of a department in disarray, including an unusual ratio of ranking officers toto patrol level officers

(8(8 ranking officers to just 5 without rank).

Redacted
RedactedRedacted

Redacted
Redacted

Redacted Redacted
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When asked about 

sexual conduct, Livie said that it was true: he recalled that Rondeau made inappropriate remarks 

in his presence. Though he described the remarks being made when no one else was present, he 

also described the room being poorly insulated and Rondeau speaking very loudly. Livie 

area. Livie believes that others in the building and those in the parking lot could have heard the 

remarks. Livie has heard Rondeau referring to  and 

Livie acknowledged that Rondeau has made insensitive remarks about women and 

the assertion made by others that Rondeau has been heard 

waters was true; 

the remark had been made loudly enough that it could have bebeenen heard by others.

When asked about Facebook posts provided to MRI, Livie said that he has seen some of the posts 

and that he has told Rondeau to get off of Facebook.

Livie confirmed that inappropriate remarks made 

and  have been 

overheard in the building.  Livie also confirmed having seen many of the postings on Facebook 

that were described as offensive by  and  

When asked about Ronon

internal investigation related to the  death scene, Livie claimed that someone lied  

 that they had not been called out to assist him at Though 

he implied that it was  that had gone to because of their friendly relationship 

outside of work, he has no knowledge of who it may have been.  

While additional notes related to the CCSO internal investigation into the facts and circumstances 

, MRI 

that assumptions were made without 

all of the information known at the time that the accusations were made. The absence of 

complete information was perceived as a lie when no lie was made.

Guy Maloney, Lieutenant

Maloney was interviewed at the MRI office in Portsmouth, NH; the interview was recorded.

 Maloney remembered that Rondeau had remarked about  

 He recalled that Rondeau knew that  had 

Redacted
Redacted

Redacted Redacted Redacted

Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted RedactedRedacted

Redacted

Redacted Redacted
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Rondeau had told Maloney that  had received a raise after 

 Maloney recalls having heard Rondeau call  

a 

When referring toto the phrase

referring to 

Maloney described the building asas having thin walls; and that anything said by Rondeau, even 

behind closed doors, could be heard by others.

When asked about the Facebook posts provided by  Maloney acknowledged that he 

, and he had seen the posts. He found the posts, as well 

as , embarrassing because they are inappropriate, 

particularly for the Chief of Police. Maloney said that if Rondeau has those beliefs, he needs to 

keep them to himself

When asked, Maloney described a divi . He described the 

Captain as being a micro-manager that had been promoted from the patrol level to captain. As a 

result, Livie enjoy the respect. Like others, Maloney described Rondeau 

retaliating against Mike Strauch and Mia Lyons as a result of his perception that they were not 

supportive of him. He believes that the poor relationships within the department, particularly

those between command staff and line officers, are known throughout the county, and it is 

negatively impacting the ability of the department to recruit quality police officers.

When asked about the unauthorized release of information to the media about Rondeau being 

placed on leave, Maloney admitted that he had created a fictitious email account with the intent 

of embarrassing the chief by making a transgender advocacy group aware of his Facebook posts 

and remarks. He created the email account before this investigation was initiated; it was not 

When asked why he had 

Maloney claimed that he did not use the email address but gave access to the account to Mike 

auch was going to notify WMUR.  Maloney claims that 

Strauch use the email account but that he had a friend notify the media.  

S

When asked about the internal investigation of members of the department not responding to 

Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted

Redacted Redacted Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted
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untimely dea

There is no indication that Maloney was untruthful when 

scene investigation.  

In a second interview of Maloney (recorded) approximately two weeks after the first, and after 

being given a Garrity Warning (ATTACHMENT C), Maloney gave MRI written permission to access 

the email records for the fictitious account he had created (A(ATTACHMENT D); see below for 

additional information about the technical data review.

Mike Strauch, Sergeant

Strauch was interviewed at the MRI office in Portsmouth, NH; the interview was recorded.

When asked, Strauch said that he was present multiple times when Rondeau made inappropriate 

remarks about  Strauch recalled that the most recent occurrence was in late 2022. 

recalled Rondeau making a comment that 

It is his belief the remarks were made because of poor relations between Rondeau 

and  that Rondeau did not feel that  was supportive of him and had been 

standing in the way of him doing his job.

defined by MRI to witnesses as unintended gatherings of department leadership with 

other personnel similar to water cooler or locker room conversations.

When asked about alleged remarks made by Rondeau relative to insensitivity toward women and 

the LGBTQ community, Strauch said that Rondeau referred to gay men by calling them re.

When asked whether Livie had also engaged in the conduct described regarding Rondeau, 

Strauch said that he did not recall Livie using those references or remarks but that he laughed 

along. Though Livie would occasionally refer to  as

behaviors are being reflected by the department now that he has resigned.

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted
Redacted
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au on Facebook; but as of early February

2023

had posted disparaging remarks and images about women, gays, and transgender people.  

ondeau would post the remarks under his full name while 

also being friends with politicians and community leaders, Strauch is concerned that the posts 

have negatively reflected on the department.

to MRI by  Strauch said 

sought out overtime 

and detail opportunities that were not first offered to union members When asked whether the 

union had stepped in to address his concerns, Strauch replied that there was a divide within the 

union between members that were supportive of Rondeau and Livie and others who were not. 

As a result, nothing had been done.

Note:  MRI reviewed personnel documents of Rondeau and Livie. Documents include 

over time

(despite being salaried) for patrol shifts he was compelled to cover when no other officer

was available.

Strauch described having seen text messages between union members relative to the union vote 

of no confidence in Rondeau He does, however, 

characterize the way he has been treated by Rondeau and Livie as being bullied. Matters referred 

to as examples (K-9 program canceled, assignment as Administrative Sergeant) have already been 

brought to the attention of the Commission; they were not explored further by MRI.

Strauch lives in town. After seeing the plans for a new public safety building, Strauch said that he

told Rondeau that he could not support the cost. He said that subsequently, Rondeau has 

described to 

When Strauch was asked about the CCSO investigation of the  death scene, he said that 

he to Santuccio,  

Relative to the belief that Livie had lied about reaching out to ask for 

assistance, Strauch explained that he thought a text message gave the request the urgency of 

having a down power line; he believes that Livie should have called Detective Emerson directly.

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted
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Jarrod Beaulieu, Sergeant

Beaulieu was interviewed at the MRI office in Portsmouth, NH; the interview was recorded.

When asked, Beaulieu described having been present on one occasion when Rondeau made 

him (Rondeau) and 

Beaulieu has seen th

associated with recent Bud Light advertising campaigns that are supportive of transgender 

people. Claiming that he has not had a Facebook account since  

 he denies having seen any of the other posts provided by 

When asked about the internal investigation conducted about Livie by the Carroll County Sheriff, 

related to the lack of assistance at the scene of an untimely death, Beaulieu said that no one 

would help the captain when the call went out for needed staffing. He said that had it been 

anyone else, people would have come in from off-duty

Livie is good at the administrative responsibilities 

When asked 

; 

his shift was covered by Captain Livie. Information believed about the scene and the subsequent 

death investigation wasas learned by Beaulieu later. He did not respond to the dispatch 

text request for assistance. A lot of people at Wolfeboro have this hatred towards the captain, 

so for some reason to the text because the captain was working. No 

one was gonna When

others that would suggest that people had been untruthful with the CCSO internal investigation,

Other than having heard that the captain had been 

cleared of wrongdoing any more about the CCSO investigation.

When asked whether the department was divided, Beaulieu described his belief that the divide 

was related to union business. The rift was within the union resulting from a vote of no 

When asked whether those that voted against a vote of no confidence had been harassed or 

bullied, he said that he had been approached to change his vote. When pressed, after thinking 

harassment. When asked, Beaulieu said that he thinks that others that voted against a letter ofof

nono confidence may perceive the lobbying as bullying, but maintained his belief that it was 

lobbying and not bullying.

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted
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When asked, Beaulieu said that there was also a divide in the department between the 

Chief/Captain and the rest of the department. Now that the Rondeau is gone, he believes that 

Since Rondeau left the department, Beaulieu described feeling as though he is walking on 

eggshells. He no longer likes coming to work at Wolfeboro PD. His discontent began following 

the union vote.

Shane Emerson, Detective

Emerson was interviewed at the MRI office in Portsmouth, NH; the interview was recorded.

Emerson described that when he was first assigned as a detective, he did not know the extent of 

what was needed to bring good cases  

  Emerson said that Rondeau would make remarks about cases on 

happened, Rondeau would make disrespectful comments about : 

that Rondeau had called  a but c said, .

claim that Rondeau had talked about  

Lyons that Rondeau had made the remark. Emerson has not heard Rondeau call  a 

but had been told by Lyons that it had happened.

Emerson described that his office is immediately across the hall from the gender-specific

restrooms within the Wolfeboro police station.  He has noted that Rondeau has frequently used 

about 

[Rondeau] bei

 When asked about his opinion ofof

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted

Redacted Redacted Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted
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,

things from others, he has not made direct observations. However, Emerson described that 

investigation. He said that Livie had approached him outside the station and asked whether their 

did this to m He denied knowing whether anyone 

had not been truthful when questioned by Lt. Santuccio during the CCSO investigation.

When asked about whether a divide existed in the department, Emerson described that the

rect. He furthered his remarks 

Livie is trying to build relationsh so fake 

it is comical.

When asked about whether Boucher and Beaulieu had been bullied, Emerson denied seeing this. 

He described that the union had a meeting to talk about a vote of no confidence in Rondeau and 

Livie. The members could not reach a 

between those that were in favor of a letter of no confidence and those that were either not in 

favor at all or were not supportive of the union action at the time of the discussion. Within a 

couple of days, he described Rondeau and Livie talking loudly in the hallway about items that had 

been discussed during the union meeting. Emerson acknowledged that the remarks made by 

Rondeau and Livie were suspiciously similar to the contents of an email exchanged within the 

union (to the exclusion of command staff) following the union meeting but that he does not know 

who may have relayed union business information to the chief and captain.

Jason Boucher, Patrol Officer

Boucher was interviewed at the MRI office in Portsmouth, NH; the interview was recorded.

Boucher is a retired full-time police officer that continues to serve Wolfeboro as a part-time 

officer.

When asked, Boucher did not recall having been present for or having overheard Rondeau 

Redacted Redacted

Redacted
Redacted

Redacted
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Stating that he has limited use of social media when shown copies of Facebook posts provided to 

MRI by  Boucher denied having seen any of them.

Boucher denied having been present for, overheard or seen any remarks or images associated 

with Rondeau having been insensitive to the LGBTQ community. He does recall having heard 

he said that Rondeau has made remarks about a good-looking woman or the size of her breasts.

Boucher said that the culture at Wolfeboro PD is vastly different from his professional experience.  

(Moultonborough Police Department). Negative comments about women or men at 

Moultonborough PD would not be tolerated and would result in remedial training or discipline.

Boucher agreed that the Wolfeboro Police Department has a policy that prohibits harassment 

but that it is not enforced. Several people in the Wolfeboro Police Department speak freely and 

inappropriately (referring specifically to dispatch). When asked, Boucher agreed that things said 

routinely at Wolfeboro PD would shock the conscience (MRI choice of words when the question 

was asked). Boucher said that it was so prevalent that he had spoken with former co-workers and 

told them that they would not believe the things that are spoken about at Wolfeboro PD.  Like 

-

unprofessi

Boucher described that he does not go into the police station at all anymore. When pressed, he 

explained that he was primarily assigned as an SRO; as such, he has the flexibility to avoid going 

into the police station to perform his job tasks.

e has stayed with the 

department is because Rondeau and Livie begged him to stay. As a result, Rondeau agreed to 

that included assignment as a school resource officer, his rate 

of pay, not having to wear a uniform, being able to pick and choose shifts to work, etc.) that 

Boucher demanded in order to stay.

Note:  The conditions of work that Boucher spoke of are a cause of discontent within the 

department; full-time staff do not like the special treatment that Boucher enjoys as a 

result of Rondeau agreeing to meet his demands.

When asked about the toxicity Boucher said that it started when Captain Livie got promoted.  He 

stated that Strauch and Lyons were unhappy with Livie promotion and had bred the hatred ever 

Redacted
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loyalty is with Rondeau and Livie because they hired him after his leaving Moultonborough PD so 

that he could get the years in service he needed for retirement

. He believes that Strauch and Lyons are trying to get rid of Rondeau and Livie so that 

Lt. Maloney can be p

When asked about the seemingly apparent divide within the department, Boucher said that there 

is no doubt that there is a split within the agency.  Led by Strauch and Lyons, there are those that 

want the chief and captain gone and will take whatever steps necessary in an effort to get the 

two of them removed.

When asked, Boucher described that he had heard of the investigation of Livie by the CCSO about 

the  death scene; he was not a participant in that investigation. When asked, he denied 

having heard any remarks made by those that did participate in the investigation that would have 

been untruthful.

Mary Devine, Patrol Officer/SRO

Devine was interviewed at the MRI office in Portsmouth, NH; the interview was recorded.

When asked whether she was present for or overheard Rondeau making the remarks specified 

remarks but qualified her response. When asked why she qualified her answer, Devine said that 

though he had not said those things in her presence or hearing, Rondeau had asked her and/or 

Sherri Moore to be present as witnesses if he had to speak with  by phone because they 

did not get along. The conversations heard by Devine did not devolve into anything nasty; 

 could not be heard making any negative remarks about Rondeau, but Rondeau could 

would remark about how  hates him, and he hates  Devine recalled that Rondeau 

would say how much he hates  just about anywhere and in front of anyone. When asked, 

Devine said she has never heard Livie making similar remarks about the 

deau making insensitive remarks about 

women. However, she described being bothered when he would come into a room and say 

ladies

when she was standing next to him.  Further, she thinks it isis

about having sex with his wife in front of anybody. When asked to describe what she meant, 

Devine reported that Rondeau would talk about having sex with his wife outside of his swimming 

pool at home 

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted

Redacted
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f

by , she said that she had seen some of the posts and had taken screenshots of at least 

o

Devine noted that Rondeau would post images similar to those provided by like thirty 

sted 

a negative remark about Ellen DeGeneres being gay.  offensive to her that 

she jumped her chain of command and to tell him that he needed to 

When asked about an organizational divide, Devine said that she believes one exists between the 

Chief/Captain and everyone else. On a personal level, she perceives the divide between them 

and her asas current assignment as SRO. 

Devine notes that since Rondeau has left the department, Livie has been more supportive of her.

Devine also described her belief that there is a divide within the patrol that is related to those 

that wanted a letter written by the union (part of this investigation) and those that did not have 

an interest. She does not think that there has been bullying but that there has been discourse.  

When asked, Devine said that the drama has left officers not wanting to work and contemplating

leaving law enforcement altogether.

When asked about the internal investigation conducted by the CCSO related to the  death 

scene, Devine said that she had not been interviewed by CCSO Lt. Santuccio. No further questions 

were asked of her.

Mia Lyons, Dispatcher

Lyons was interviewed at the MRI office in Portsmouth, NH; the interview was recorded.

Lyons said that she was present for a staff meeting with Rondeau and Livie when Rondeau 

referred to  as a . The meeting took pla

received a request 

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted

Redacted
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Also, during this meeting, Lyons claimed that Rondeau called  a , and that Livie 

cal Lyons said that these remarks 

Lyons  said that Livie instructed her not toto discuss their remarks with 

ncern about 

Rondeau and Livie speaking about her sex life, Lyons confirmed that this happened often. As a 

supervisor, she was invited to meetings with department ranking officers. During those meetings, 

Livie would speak of in a 

loud voice carried, and she often overheard him speaking of  in a derogatory way.

bang on the wall [of the restroom] and say the water was 

When asked, Lyons said that it was her 

understanding tha

Lyons said that Rondeau would 

use the lad restroom and laugh about it

Lyons said that Rondeau would come into the dispatch center and refer to having gone toto

(a 

remark that Rondeau acknowledged making when he was subsequently interviewed.)

Lyons said that for the past 6- r as long as 

nies being the source of 

embarrassing to the Wolfeboro Police Department

Additional remarks made by Lyons indicate her belief of the division within the organization.  She 

believes that some members are treated better than others at the expense of others, resulting 

in animosity within the ranks.

Sherri Moore, Executive Administrative Assistant

Moore was interviewed at the MRI office in Portsmouth, NH; the interview was recorded.

When asked whether she had been present or in earshot of remarks made by Rondeau, she did 

and had never 

Redacted Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted Redacted
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heard him refer to  as otherwise described in letter 

to the Commission. Moore further denied ever having heard other department staff talking about 

Rondeau having made such remarks.

f , but then described 

screenshots provided by  

Moore denied having ever seen them. She also denied ever having seen any posts that were 

related to or insensitive to women or the LGBTQ community. S

Note: Facebook has filters that users can apply to limit what friends see from their 

page/feed. Though it is not known to MRI, what has been described by Moorere about 

Facebook.

his concerns but has not witnessed a divide. ShShe has heard officers deny their involvement in a 

members to go along with a vote of no confidence in the chief. As a confidential employee, Moore 

is not a member of the union; she said that members do not talk about things in her presence 

because she works with the chief. When asked whether there were other instances when she 

was aware of a divide, she said that Rondeau has made remarks about officers in the department 

that had made comments to him (Beaulieu and LaRochelle) about the division between members 

of the union.

Moore was hired by Chief Chase. When asked, she described that there was a difference between 

employee relations under Chief Chase and employee relations under the administration of Chief 

Rondeau. Her awareness of a potential conflict was when she was considering taking a transfer 

from the fire department to the police department.  Fire department personnel expressed their 

disbelief that she would make the move to the PD knowing that Rondeau would be the next chief 

(after Chase retired).

Moore described being supported, protected, and valued by Rondeau. She said that Rondeau 

knew that there was a boundary between her and Rondeau; he did not say or do rude things in 

front of her.  

ShShe 

described seeing Livie insert himself and direct activities of dispatchers and officers 

not given employees the opportunity to first do the work. he believes that Livie is insecure in his 

Redacted Redacted

Redacted
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position and muddies the water because of that. Moore believes that if Livie was confident, he 

would allow people to do the intended work. The conflict results in friction between Livie and his 

subordinate staff.

Moore stated she saw Lyons and Livie have a substantial argument; she left the room because 

she was uncomfortable with and made afraid by Livie and Lyons screaming at one another. She 

said that she voiced her concerns resulting in never seeing them behave that way again.  

However, she also described that Livie and Lyons do not get along to this day but are getting 

along better now that Rondeau has left the department.

When asked whether she knew how the media had been alerted to Chief Rondeau having been 

placed on administrative leave, Moore denied having given the media the information nor 

knowing who had.

Dean Rondeau, Former Chief of Police

Rondeau was interviewed at the MRI office in Portsmouth, NH; his legal counsel, Attorney Paul 

Monzione was present by phone. The interview was recorded.

and tha

represented anyone in this capacity] but that he agreed to represent Rondeau due to the 

possibility of Rondeau bringing non-specific legal action forward.

Rondeau was asked question

screenshots provided to MRI by , and information learned from Wolfeboro Police 

Department employees during this investigation.

When asked whether he had called  a to Captain Livie or other 

subordinates, Rondeau stated

letter) but that he did not recall making that remark. When asked if he had said that  

like t

Rondeau offered context about why the comment was made  He 

explained that in the November 2022 time frame, he and Lieutenant Maloney were in the 

dispatch center and had started tal

. He said that the 

department was trying to comply with the rules by conducting many internal affairs 

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted
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investigations and that the union was pushing back.  As he and Maloney were speaking, they 

were joined by Detective Emerson (a union member). Rondeau, Maloney, and Emerson went to 

-door conversation intended to be confidential [emphasis added by 

Rondeau].   

Rondeau explained that he finds  to be unethical. He explained that it was his 

understanding that  Rondeau 

). 

where

 He cited that at the time of the   He said that 

fact, the law has been changed but  

was a crime, right? It was on the books. Twenty years ago, I can only imagine what the law was 

With respect to in her letter about 

 (he denies having made similar remarks about , Rondeau said that the 

conversation about  was made in the same context asas the above EES discussion.  He 

explained to Maloney and Emerson that  

Using 

orientation as it related to ethics, he explained that in the US Army when female officers entered 

the service as lesbians it was not legal. At the outset of his career, it was a violation of the Uniform

Code of Military Justice to be a homosexual in the military. Officers that are now colonels and 

generals had to lie about being gay when they were first commissioned.

So, ththey lied coming in.  It was a question 

Now that the law has changed, the officers can come out of the closet.

When asked questions about the Facebook screenshots provided to MRI by  Rondeau 

admitted that they were from his account. 

about topics of the day on his private Facebook page When asked, Rondeau said that he 

understood why people could prprobably take offense to his posts. However, Rondeau exhibited 

Redacted

Redacted
Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted

Redacted Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted
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no understanding of his visibility and overarching leadership role in the community by stating,

to kind of 

pok . 

that may be LGBTQ might be offended by his posts, Rondeau said that the posts were 

Rondeau continued by remarking about the physical performance of men versus women and his 

men due to their biological advantage.  

rere

past. When asked whether he used the room instead of the room at the police 

as Chief of Police, he could have changed that culture. When challenged further, Rondeau refused 

to answer.

When asked about the remark of him having called out that the water was deep and cold when 

he was urinating, he explained that he was joking around with Shane Emerson and other male 

officers.  When asked whether he thought such a remark may be offensive to female employees

who may also overhear him, Rondeau denied it by saying that he knows his staff fairly well.

subordinates, Rondeau 

s role 

When asked about whether he referred to having sex with his wife as headboard heaven in 

Rondeau explained h

of his leadership role, that he was no longer one of the guys, Rondeau replied that they were a 

when 

-seven years, but they would 

often join in; they would join in the conversation. In fact, they would get it going, they would 

instigate it. When asked if he had an obligation to stop the behaviors/remarks, Rondeau replied 

that it depended on the context.  He said that if someone was being mean, then he would have 

the remarks made were over the line, Rondeau replied that context matters. If staff is goofing 
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issues had never 

rere during 

formal staff meetings.

TECHNICAL REVIEW OF COMPUTER RELATED EVIDENCE

Given username, password, and pseudonym by Lt. Maloney related to the fictitious email account 

he set up (see Maloney interview summary above), MRI logged into the Outlook e-mail account 

with a password of .  

The Outlook account had an identifier as John Smith, the fictitious name provided to MRI by 

Maloney. The e-mail account Inbox, Sent folder and Recycle folder were empty.  There was one 

e-mail in the Draft folder dated April 12, 2023: 

MRI accessed the account and was able to examine the devices associated with the account. The 

account indicated no devices were registered.  

Redacted Redacted

Redacted Redacted
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With the limitations of access being denied without government subpoena power that would be 

available in a criminal investigation, MRI was unable to conduct a comprehensive forensic 

examination of the technical data that may be available to trace the point of origin of any email 

that may be associated with the fictitious account established by Lt. Maloney.  Because the data 

had been deleted, the only source of the original electronic data trail would have been Google.  

Absent a criminal investigation being conducted by a law enforcement agency, the data cannot 

be retrieved for this internal administrative investigation. The only data able to be retrieved 
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fictitious email account have been seen or reviewed by MRI. Absent other contradictory 

evidence, the draft absolves Maloney of responsibility for the unauthorized release.

POLICY REVIEW

of the investigation 

was extended to include additional areas of closely related inquiry. MRI has reviewed town and 

department policies that give employees guidance for expected conduct related to the matters 

at hand. Though other policies may also apply, those listed below are most illustrative of 

organizational expectations related to the subjects of this investigation.  

MRI notes that several high-risk policies (reputational and financial risk) were adopted in bulk on 

December 27, 2019.  MRI recommends that the Commission review personnel training records 

to ascertain whether employees have received documented training upon receipt of the new 

policies. At a minimum, Commissioners should expect to find documentation that affirms every 

employee has received, reviewed, has been given an opportunity to ask questions, and 

understands these organizationally critical policies. For those employed after these policies were 

adopted, the Commission should find that the new employees have received associated training 

as part of the onboarding process.  AsAs program, if not 

already performed, Wolfeboro police should consider annual documented refresher training for 

all employees of critical/high-risk written directives

MRI 

into play once the policies are exercised fairly, equitably, and rigorously; simply having policy is 

not enough to assure Wolfeboro Police Department professional excellence and that risk is 

managed.

Policies Reviewed 

� Anti-Harassment Policy

� Bias Based Profiling

� Standards

� General Conduct

� Rules and Regulations

� Social Media

� Organization 

� Organizational Chart

� Public Affairs

� Dispatch Communication

� Patrol Duties

� Investigations Preliminary

� Investigations Management

� Detective (job description)

� Computer Use Policy & Agreement

Redacted
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FINDINGS

MRI finds a multi-year pattern of Rondeau misconduct pre-dating and including recent behaviors 

1.1.  Complaint, Disturbing Images on Facebook

Rondeau has posted 

inappropriate images on Facebook related to gender and sexuality. Multiple employees 

and illustrative

ofof negative feelings about the LGBTQ community. MRI recommends that, 

with the assistance of legal counsel, the Police Commission consider whether this finding rises 

to the level of discriminatory conduct found in NH RSA 106-L:2 (ATTACHMENT E) that triggers 

a duty to report to the New Hampshire Police Standards and Training Council as required by 

NH RSA 106-L:20 (ATTACHMENT E).

those witnessed by employees are violations of the Town Anti-Harassment Policy as well as 

multiple sections of Wolfeboro Police Department SOP #2.0, Rules and Regulations

(ATTACHMENT F). Specifically, MRI finds that Rondeau violated the following sections of 

policy:

�

commenting to or being overheard byby, employees while 

breasts; rere ; and posting multiple images denigrating the LGBTQ 

community, and by admitting that his conduct was intended to be joking, whether 

misguided or deliberate, Rondeau frequently violated this section of policy.

� Employees shall not act in an official or private capacity in a manner that shall bring 

admitted by Rondeau support a finding of multiple violations of this section while on 

duty, and while posting images on his private Facebook account.

� and courteous to the public, co-workers, and 

supervisors and should not use coarse, insensitive, abusive, violent, or profane 

the coarse, insensitive, abusive, or profane 

language described by Wolfeboro Police Department employees and admitted by 

Rondeau as they relate to  

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted
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and those that rise to the level of sexual harassment (described further below) were 

numerous.

� ion(s) when the conduct of any 

employee is contrary to the public interest or the good reputation or proper operation 

Rondeau frequently violated this section of policy by failing to act in the public interest 

and in favor of the reputation.

Similarly, at a minimum, Captain Livie and Lt. Maloney had a policy-driven obligation 

� shall not refer to any person in a derogatory manner because of their 

gender, race, color, religion, sexual orientation, social class, position or standing in the 

rere , 

commenting to sub and posting multiple images 

denigrating the LGBTQ community, Rondeau frequently violated this section of policy.

�

ice, Rondeau had a professional obligation and organizational 

responsibility to ensure that the Wolfeboro Police Department was free of abuse and 

harassment. Instead, Rondeau publicly made remarks and posted images that created 

an atmosphere of hostility toward women and the LGBTQ community.

2.2. and Livie about , such as 

were confirmed by 

multiple witnesses Multiple 

employees describe inappropriate remarks made by Rondeau in their presence or within their 

hearing that were so persistent that his poor behavior became the new normal at the 

Including Livie, multiple witnesses 

place Livie with Rondeau when such remarks were made, and to some extent, his 

participation in the conversations.  However, no witness identified Livie as having started the 

conversations nor contributing inappropriate remarks in the first instance.

Remarks made by Rondeau and workplace behaviors exhibited by Rondeau that have been 

described and provided by , as well as those witnessed by employees are violations

of the Town Anti-Harassment Policy (ATTACHMENT G) asas well as multiple sections of 

Redacted
RedactedRedacted

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted
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Wolfeboro Police Department SOP #2.0, Rules and Regulations Specifically, MRI finds that 

Rondeau violated the following sections of policy:

� -workers, and 

supervisors and should not use coarse, insensitive, abusive, violent, or profane 

amples of discourtesy, the coarse, insensitive, abusive, violent, or 

profane language described by Wolfeboro Police Department employees and 

admitted by Rondeau as they relate to  

, and those that rise to the level of sexual harassment were numerous. 

�

employee is contrary to the public interest or the good reputation or proper operation 

referring to the  as described, Rondeau violated this section of policy 

by failing to act in the public interest and in favor of the reputation.

Similarly, at a minimum, Captain Livie and Lt. Maloney had a policy driven obligation 

toto

When Captain Livie and/or Lieutenant Maloney were present for the conversations during 

which Rondeau made inappropriate remarks or conducted himself inappropriately; or when 

Livie was notified by a subordinate that Rondeau had made such remarks or exhibited 

misconduct, Livie and/or Maloney had a duty to report such conduct to the Police 

Commission. By failing to make a report, Livie and Maloney violated the Town Anti-

Harassment Policy that requires:

Procedure for Discrimina

problem. Each employee has a responsibility to report harassment. It is only through the 

active involvement of all employees that the Town of Wolfeboro can prevent and correct 

3.3. Rondeau Complaint, Livie Internal Investigation

MRI has found no evidence to support or refute

lied, co-

associated with the internal affairs investigation of 

Redacted

Redacted
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Livie by the Carroll County Sher

that the accusations were made. The absence of complete information was perceived by 

some as lying when no lie was made about Captain Livie, either for or against.

Though limited to the allegation that Livie had not called for department assistance to the 

scene 

that Livie had requested assistance via a text message sent by the dispatch center.  No 

member of the Wolfeboro Police Department responded to the text request for assistance.  

Disturbingly, officers admitted to MRI that they did not respond to the  death scene 

because they do not like nor respect Livie. The excuse that they did not know that the call 

t to all department 

members through the WPD dispatch center was explicit that 

MRI finds that, at the very least, the spirit and intent of department rules and regulations

were violated by every sworn officer of the Wolfeboro Police Department

respond in some form or fashion 

death scene. Sections of the rules and regulations below describe the expectation of the 

department to put community service first.

�

need for assistance takes precedence over any activity, except those of an emergency 

nature. Routine department business shall not take precedence over providing service

to the public. Prompt assistance shall be rendered whether requested in person, by 

telephone, or by letter. Employees shall provide immediate attention to the needs of 

any person without referral to any other employee or agency unless this cannot be 

avoid

� time of the day and shall be prepared 

to assume duty if ordered by a supervisor

See below for an additional finding linked to an unhealthy organization.

4.4. Rondeau Complaint, Employee Harassment and Bullying

as used in this context is not intended 

to be a reference to sex-based harassment as defined in the Anti-Harassment Policy.

Redacted

Redacted

Redacted
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MRI has found that events associated

did occur but did not 

rise to the level of harassment or bullying in the workplace. No witnesses described that 

they felt harassed or bullied.  Instead, they described union discourse as being limited to 

union members having different views related to the undated, unsigned letter from the 

NEPBA (employee union) to the Police Commission. Discussions within the union relative to 

how members were hoped to have voted no member 

interviewed described feeling bullied or harassed.

5.5. Commission Complaint of Unauthorized Media Release

When asked, Lt. Maloney described having opened an email account using fictitious 

inappropriate social media posts.  

Though Maloney denies having used the email account for any reason, he admitted that he 

provided the account to Sgt. Strauch who denied having been the source of the release.  With 

written permission from Maloney, MRI conducted a technical review of the email account 

but was unable to access documents retained by Google that are only accessible to law 

enforcement in support of a criminal investigation.  No substantiated evidence was found to 

implicate any specific person for having released information to the media without 

authorization.

MRI recommends that the Police Commission provide counseling and/or remedial training to 

Lt. Maloney about his professional leadership obligations to the town and department with 

respect to his express intent to circumvent the chain of command in this matter as it relates 

to his fraudulent email account development

Organizational Division Uncovered

Though bullying and harassment were not found, ern, MRI 

found that there are two distinct divisions within the department that are likely to directly 

impact, if not already, the ability of the department to effectively deliver services to 

Wolfeboro:

� Universally, in some form or other, every member interviewed (including Livie) 

described a substantial disconnect between the command staff (Chief/Captain) and 

subordinate officers of every rank and assignment. Communication between 

Rondeau and subordinate staff has been described as poor. Behaviors exhibited by 

Rondeau are unprofessional, and a poor reflection on the department. Though some 

subordinates may not include Rondeau in the disconnect, all subordinates expressed 
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a lack of confidence in, non-support of, and disrespect of Livie in some form or fashion. 

Repeatedly, MRI heard from subordinate employees that some of this negativity for 

Livie is associated at least in part with his having been promoted from Patrol Officer 

to Captain without first having served as a Sergeant and Lieutenant.  RoRo

are believed to be a significant impediment to staff recruitment and retention. 

Employees illustrated their belief by describing a department that had beenen a regional 

destination for qualified police officers; today, it has been asserted (not 

independently confirmed by MRI) that officers are leaving Wolfeboro PD to accept 

jobs elsewhere for less money due to poor working conditions linked to leadership 

and management of the agency

� Employees did not agree with Rondeau that harassment or bullying was occurring.  

However, there is a bright line of division between those subordinate officers that 

voted for a union letter of no confidence in Rondeau and those that did not vote in 

favor of the letter. Faith and trust between officers have been eroded.  Though 

officers unilaterally claim that the delivery of services to the community has not been 

negatively impacted, the workplace atmosphere is toxic. It is difficult to imagine that 

prolonged toxicity will not impact the community at some point in the future.

the passage of time haveve helped 

to heal the division. In the interim, however, officers and staff have described 

organizational strain that has been exacerbated by the fatigue of long overtime hours 

due to staffing shortages. Officers acknowledge that they are well-supported by the 

community; national rhetoric to defund and reform police has not been the 

experience in Wolfeboro.

Professional Obligation of Chief Officer

MRI finds that Dean Rondeau failed to meet the professional obligation of a chief law 

enforcement officer to lead the Wolfeboro Police Department morally and ethically.  In a years-

long pattern of misconduct, Rondeau blatantly violated department policy. Rondeau repeatedly 

ated women and 

that the department has no gay men or women on staff today, and that

referring to morally and ethically repugnant remarks and behaviors fail to demonstrate any 

understanding of his obligation to set an example for personal and professional accountability 

and responsibility for his subordinates. The tone set by Rondeau

permeate the department. Though subordinate supervisors have been aware of misconduct, 
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they seemingly feel powerless to do anything about it. The unacceptable result is believed to be 

as Rondeau described: they all do it.

marks about were made 

because he believed that  was dishonest and unethical  

reference to antiquated military rules 

prohibiting homosexuality and his implied belief that

therefore unethical, as an explanation for his remarks about her has no foundation nor credibility.

CONCLUSION

Complaints made by  have been substantiated. Witnesses of every rank 

at the Wolfeboro Police Department describe a long-occurring pattern of misconduct by former 

chief Dean Rondeau misbehaviors have been supported, in part, by subordinate 

professional obligation and duty to the community.  

There is ample evidence to suggest that there has been a systemic breakdown of effective 

leadership of the Wolfeboro Police Department resulting in an unacceptable workplace culture

The intentional process of encouraging others to excellence in the delivery of law enforcement 

and police services to the community, if not an already-failed effort at the command and middle 

level of management, is in jeopardy due to the void of formal leadership training, experience, 

and effective practice.  

MRI recommends that the Police Commission conduct, or cause to be conducted, a review of 

high-risk management and leadership practices at the Wolfeboro Police Department. The 

resulting recommendations may be used as a road map for course correction.  

Respectfully submitted,

Municipal Resources, Inc.
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